Performing Arts Festival is next week. Everyone is getting excited for the big event. This week’s homework is all about the performance and getting the dance moves smooth as well as a few other individual goals. Congratulations to our new students Hayley, Jayden and Draven who have joined in to our performance successfully and enthusiastically.

Next **Tuesday 25th August** is our rehearsal day. **Wednesday 26th August**-night performance. Students **need to be** at the Workers Club at 6.00pm. Our school is one of the first performances, however all students are required to remain upstairs until the end of the show (approx 8.30pm). **Thursday 27th August** matinee performance

As well as our PAF performance, the students are also busily preparing for our Waste Challenge performance that takes place on the 2nd of September. Thanks to Kizzy and Adam for joining in last Friday and helping get the costumes made for the day.

Tomorrow, and every Wednesday, is now **WASTE FREE** lunch day. Tomorrow we’ll audit our lunches and see how we’re doing. (And Mrs Bath will write it on her board at home because she forgot last week!) – that means please use re-useable containers for lunches instead of plastic bags and no pre-packaged foods please. Thanks for all your support.

NAPLAN results will be sent home shortly. If you need to talk to me about your child’s results, please give me a ring to make an appointment.

Playground News.

As we all know, having fun in a safe environment is very important. I recently engaged Kidsafe to complete a comprehensive playground inspection report. As a result, I have had to ask our students not to play on the equipment until the identified hazards have been fixed. I am currently looking at equipment suppliers to help and will discuss the changes that need to be made at the next P and C meeting on Monday 7th September (2.30pm).
We have eggs for sale: half a dozen for $2 – going cheeeeeeep